
Abstract. A computational model was recently designed to
simulate cellular changes in the T cell immune system. The
model was validated by simulating cell changes in viral
infections which target the same CD4+ T cell, yet cause either
hyperplastic, aplastic or neoplastic responses. Respective case
material for comparison was available from human infections
with human herpesvirus-6 (HHV-6), human immunodeficiency
virus (HIV-1) or human T cell leukemia virus (HTLV-1).
Starting with cell values for a healthy human individual,
factorial changes that influence the individual course of the
various infections were determined by an algorithm search
procedure. Such factorial differences determining a clinical
course with aplasia, hyperplasia or neoplasia are outlined and
further discussed in this paper.

We have recently designed and validated a computational

model for simulating T cell dynamical changes in order to

study cell proliferation, differentiation and cell death in

infectious and neoplastic diseases (1-3). The model is based

upon cells shifting from immature to mature cell pools

under the influence of various factors and feedback-

feedforward mechanisms according to current concepts of

the T cell immune system and using standard textbook data

(4-9). The value and clinical implications of feedback-

feedforward mechanisms were discussed in detail in a

separate publication (10). The proposed model has also

proven useful for simulating cellular changes in acute and

chronic viral infections as well as in cases of

pseudolymphomatous lymphoproliferation, i.e. the Canale-

Smith syndrome (2,3,11). The present report investigates

factorial differences in the model and their possible

biological implications with respect to hyperplastic, aplastic

and neoplastic responses. Prototype viral infections

introduced into this study are infections with HHV-6, HIV-

1 and HTLV-1 (12-15), all of which target the CD4+ T cells

yet cause different disease patterns.  

Materials and Methods

Basic simulation model. The basic conceptional model as previously

validated and published (1-3) is presented in Figures 1 and 2 with

its mathematical representation in equation [1]. Detailed stability 

[1]

testing confirmed the practicality of the modeling approach (3).

The model functions in a circular ring-type network configuration

with feedforward and feedback connections expressed as a system

of four interrelated ordinary differential equations (ODEs).

Notations used are as follows (see also Tables I and II):
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w, x ,y, z T cell pools (stem cell, immature & mature) in

bone marrow, thymic cortex, thymic medulla

and periphery; the dot notation indicates a

time rate of change of cell numbers in each

pool (e.g. dw/dt).

P, D, I a set of factors regulating proliferation,

differentiation and inhibition in pools w, x, y
and z. Each separate factor is represented by

a real number and they are lumped summation

as implemented and shown in equation [1]. . 

Ì [w-z] average regeneratory potential of each

compartment.

a-g,u,‰ are scalar gains (strength) of the feedforward

and feedback connections within and between

cell pools. Their implications have been

discussed in detail in another publication (10).  

The model’s feedback terms are implemented as a multiplication

of the state variable of the compartment itself, the inflow from the

forward compartment and a compartmental cross-renewal rate

implemented as a scalar gain term. In this sense, a-g, u and ‰
represent virtual values for the "strength of connections" between
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Figure 1. Basic steps in T cell maturation and microenvironmental influences: stem cells from the bone marrow enter and move through the thymus,
where they expand and undergo maturation and selection under the influence of factors from epithelial cells, macrophages and antigen-presenting cells.
They leave the thymus into the periphery (blood and lymphoid tissues) as mature virgin lymphocytes. (FHC: fibrohistiocyte; MPH: macrophage; CEC:
cortical epithelial cell; MEC: medullary epithelial cell; APC: antigen-presenting cell)

Figure 2. Simplified bloc diagram of computer model for virus infection.



pools, thus of feedback and feedforward mechanisms (see also

Δable I). Actual values under normal conditions (i.e. in the healthy

individual) are found by use of both manual and semi-automated

search procedures (parameter search algorithm; see appendix)

during the model validation. The procedures were described in

detail in a previous publication (3).

The model operates with textbook data for normal pool sizes (5-9).

Simulations were carried out using Matlab software developed by us.

The ODEs were solved using fourth-order Runge-Kutta integration.

Each computer run was simulated continuously over a given

timeframe, e.g., for establishing the life-time values from birth (t0=0)

to the age of 80 years. Respective parameters for simulating a

clinically normal human adult are given in Table I.             

When substituting parameters from Table I into equations [1],

one obtains the following set of ordinary differential equations [2]:

[2]

Model for simulating viral challenge. As it proved difficult to

accommodate viral stimulation data within the basic model, we

tried the standard sigmoid function for weighting since its smooth

shape can be easily controlled by changing its two basic parameters

(the slope of the sigmoid function) and (the time delay of the

sigmoid function). This allows us to account for processes that may

occur earlier or later than others. The modified model reads as

follows:

z= Ìz + z(Pz - Dz - Iz + k2„2v) + ‰y + k1„1v,

v= v(l1Ú1 + l2Ú2z), [3]

In this model ‰= 0.0 to disengage the ( v,z ) subsystem from the

basic system in order to simplify analysis. Sigmoidal relations are

[4]

and the revised system with virus compartment added is:

[5]

If in this equation „1 weights larger before time Ù1 than after time

Ù1 , then viral antigenic stimulation is greater prior to Ù1 than

afterward (for additional comments including parameter variation

and tolerance of the system see ref. 3). 

Simulated values used under conditions of viral infection were

determined by use of both manual and semi-automated search

procedures (parameter search algorithm; see appendix) during the
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Table I. Base model parameters for simulating normal T cell pools across the life-span. 

Factor Value Definition

w(t0) 100.0 stem cell pool in the bone marrow 

x(t0) 1.0 x 104 cortical (early) thymus lymphocyte cell pool

y(t0) 1.0 x 107 medullary (late) thymus lymphocyte pool

z(t0) 1.0 x 105 peripheral mature T cell pool (all)

Ìw 50.0 regeneratory potential of bone marrow stem cells

Ìx 25.0 regeneratory potential of cortical thymic lymphocytes 

Ìy 2.5 x 106 regeneratory potential of medullary thymic lymphocytes

Ìz 1.0 x 104 regeneratory potential of peripheral mature lymphocytes

Pw - Dw - Iw -0.531 self-feedback (memory) of bone marrow pool

Px - Dx - Ix -0.04 self-feedback (memory) of thymic cortical cell pool

Py - Dy - Iy -0.7 self-feedback (memory) of thymic medullary cell pool

Pz - Dz - Iz -0.023 self-feedback (memory) of peripheral T cell pool

a 5.0 x 10-7 feedback thymic cortex to bone marrow

b 2.0 x 10-7 feedback thymic medulla to bone marrow 

c 5.0 x 10-7 feedback periphery to bone marrow 

d -5.5 x 10-8 feedback thymic medulla to thymic cortex

e 3.6 x 10-7 feedback periphery to thymic cortex

f 5.0 x 10-7 eedforward bone marrow to thymic cortex 

g 1.0 x 10-7 feedback periphery to thymic medulla

u 0.05 feedforward thymic cortex to thymic medulla

‰ 0.001 feedforward thymic medulla to periphery

(Pool values were downsized exponentially while keeping the inter-pool relationships in order to keep computational working times within realistic

limits; for the same reason, initial pool values at t0 were adjusted from the text book values of w = 105; x = 2.0 x 107 ; y = 4.5 x 1011 and z = 8.0

x 109. All other values were determined by parameter search algorithm with the objective of retaining actual human cell pool data [see text] )



model validation and in comparison to cell pool data in human

patients with respective infections (3,16). All are thus virtual values

found by systematically simulating conditions which ultimately lead

to cell pool changes as observed in existing patients (13-15). They

are summarized in Table ππ.  

Results

Normal cell numbers in immature and peripheral T cell pools

as obtained from equations 1 and 2 and the data in Table π are

shown in Figure 3. As can be seen, there is a characteristic age-

related decrease in peripheral T lymphocytes accompanied by

respective changes in the thymic cortical lymphocyte pool.

While thymic cortical lymphocytes increase during the first two

decades of life and then gradually decrease, bone marrow stem

cells and thymic medullary cells remain for the most part

constant after initial adjustment after birth. Cell changes

following simulated viral infections are depicted in Figure 4

and are shown in a connected (i.e. superimposed) way. They

are discussed in more detail in previous publications (2,3). As

Figure 4 shows, consistent with patients’ data, chronic HHV-6

infection causes changes in peripheral T lymphocytes varying

between hyperplasia and hypoplasia (13), while HIV-1

infection leads to severe peripheral lymphopenia (most

pronounced in CD4 cells (14); and HTLV-1 infection causes

late atypical T cell lymphocytosis indicative of adult T cell

leukemia (15). Respective cell changes in the more immature

pools are depicted in Figure 5. Stem cell numbers in the bone

marrow (w) remain fairly constant after some initial

postinfectious depression. To the contrary, cell numbers in the

thymic cortex (x) steadily rise in all three viral infections, which

was also reflected in the rising CD38 cell numbers in human

patients (13-15). Cell numbers in the thymic medulla (y),
however, decrease significantly suggesting some intrathymic

maturation blockage. 

Simulation of these model infections thus is well suited for

comparative evaluation of characteristic factorial changes as

summarized in Table ππ and may permit some additional

clues as to functional disturbances in these viral infections. 

When factorial changes in persistent HHV-6 infection as

given in Table ππ are compared to those in HIV-1 infection,

certain major differences between the two viral infections

become evident:
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Table II. Model parameters for simulating chronic persistent virus infections*.

Factor Values Definition

HHV-6 HIV-1 HTLV-1 

Pz - Dz - Iz (CD4) -0.478 -0.223 nd self-feedback (memory) of CD4 T cells 

Pz - Dz - Iz (CD8) -0.463 -0.511 nd self-feedback (memory) of CD8 T cells

k 1.07x10-3 7.13x10-8 viral stimulus for CD8 T cell proliferation 

k1 nd nd 681.45 viral stimulus for mature T cell proliferation

k2 nd nd -0.0069528 T cell apoptosis upon viral infection

l -5.6x10-4 -8.84x10-4 nd CD8 cell apoptosis upon viral infection

l1 nd nd 0.8786 virus replication by infected cells

l2 nd nd -2.47x10-8 apoptosis of infected cells (& reduction of viral replication)

Ï1 0.0592/w 1.08/w -0.21009/y rate parameter of viral stimulation

Ï2 0.0352/w 0.04/w 0.16195/y rate parameter of cell apoptosis by virus

Ï’1 nd 0.2/w -0.4054/y rate parameter of virus production by CD4 cells

Ï’2 nd 0.6/w 0.32535/y rate parameter of CD8 cell killing of virus-infected CD4 cells

Ù1 -0.0178w -0.0106w -7.682y time parameter of virus stimulation

Ù2 0.0122w 0.004w -13.369y time parameter of T cell apoptosis by virus

Ù3 -0.015w -0.0078w nd time parameter of CD8 cell death secondary to their cytotoxic activity

Ù4 0.037w -0.094w nd time parameter of CD8 cell stimulation by virus

Ù’1 -0.0075w -0.0142w 10.234y time parameter of virus production  by CD4 cells

Ù’2 -0.001w -0.000947w 9.888y time parameter of CD8 cell killing of infected CD4 cells

Ù’3 -0.00944w -0.0092w nd time parameter of viral clearance

v(tvs) 3.8 3.8 0.1 viral challenge

Ì (CD4) 321000 546000 nd regeneratory potential of CD4 cells

Ì (CD8) 127000 492000 nd regeneratory potential of CD8 cells

i -3.09x10-3 -2.35x10-5 nd CD4 cell apoptosis following viral stimulus

j 0.01 9.0x10-4 nd CD4 cell proliferation upon viral contact

m 7.0x10-5 6.7x10-5 nd virus production by CD4 cells

o -3.14x10-7 -1.47x10-7 nd inherent virus load reduction (not caused by cytotoxic CD8 cells)

____________________________________________________________________________________

* basic factors identified in Table π also apply to simulations of viral infections; this table shows additional factors to be considered.

nd: not done since no human data were available for comparison;  y: year;  w: week 
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Comparison of persistent HHV-6 with HIV-1. As Table ππ and

equations [3]-[5] show, having the same magnitude of initial

viral challenge ( v[tvs] ) in HHV-6 and HIV infection, the viral

stimulus for CD4 and CD8 cell proliferation (model parameters

j and k) is significantly lower in HIV infection than in HHV-6

infection. Also, the rate parameter of viral stimulation per week

(i.e. the intensity of stimulation; [Ï1]) appears to be larger in

HIV than in HHV-6 infection, and consequently changes in „
indicate that viral stimulation subsides faster in HIV-1 than in

HHV-6 infection . The time delay parameter (Ù1 i.e. the time

at which the strength Ï has decreased or increased by 50%) is

larger for HHV-6 than for HIV-1, signalling a slightly delayed

response for HHV-6 as compared to HIV infection. The

regeneratory potential appears higher for peripheral CD4 and

CD8 cells in HIV-infected individuals. The production of new

virus (virus replication by infected CD4 cells; [m] does not

significantly differ in HIV and HHV-6 infection. The time-delay

parameter of virus production by CD4 cells (Ù’1), however, is

larger in HHV-6 infection and smaller in HIV infection, which

may account for the observed differences in T cell stimulation

in both infections.   

While the rate parameter per week of T cell killing by the

virus (Ï2) does not differ very much in the two infections, the

time-delay parameter of T cell killing (Ù2) is markedly larger

in HHV-6 infection than in HIV, i.e. virus-induced T cell

killing depending upon the respective Ï value – subsides

probably more rapidly in HHV-6 infection than in HIV-1

infection.

There appears to exist no significant difference in the time-

delay parameter of the killing of virus-infected CD4 cells by

cytotoxic CD8 lymphocytes in both diseases (Ù’2), and

cytotoxic CD8 cells tend to die somewhat more readily in

HHV-6 infection than in HIV-1 (1). This may suggest a

somewhat more vigorous cytotoxic T cell response in HHV-6. 

Considering any potential non-CD8 cell induced

reduction of the viral load (e.g. by antibody or non-specific

reactions), i.e. the "inherent virus load reduction [o] in

HHV-6 is cleared about two times as readily as in HIV-1. 

Finally, it is interesting to note, that there is apparently

some reduced feedback memory in the peripheral CD4 cell

pool (inherent memory of pool size; [Pz-Dz-Iz CD4]) in HIV

as compared to HHV-6 infection and as compared to CD8

cell feedback in both infections.  

Comparison of HTLV-1 infection with persistent HHV-6 and/or
HIV-1. As opposed to HHV-6 and HIV-1, factorial parameters

in HTLV-1 infection change slowly and over longer periods of

time, i.e. in terms of years rather than weeks (see Table ππ).

The rate parameter of viral stimulation (Ï1) in HTLV-1

infection is increased as compared to HHV-6 and HIV-1.

Similarly, the rate parameter for viral replication (Ï’1) is larger

for HTLV-1, yet smaller for HHV-6 and HIV-1 with a

respective increase or decrease in the sigmoid functions „ and

Ú. This may indicate a steadily increasing viral stimulation in

HTLV-1 contrary to HHV-6 or HIV-1, however, the time-

delay parameter for viral stimulation (Ù1) in HTLV-1 infection

also is large. The time parameter of viral replication (Ù’1) for

HTLV-1 is small, similar to HIV-1 but different to HHV-6, i.e.
viral replication may steadily increase. It compares well to the

exponential growth in certain T cell pools (Figures 4 and 5)

and is much more pronounced for HTLV-1 than for HIV-1. 

Both, the rate parameter and the time-delay parameter

for the killing of HTLV-1-infected cells by cytotoxic CD8 T

lymphocytes (Ù’2 and Ï’2) are remarkably small. In HIV-1

infection, instead, the time-delay parameter for CD8 T cell-

mediated killing is increased, while the rate parameter is

still small, i.e. the timing for effective killing of HIV-1-

infected cells takes increasingly longer. Death of infected

Figure 3. Computer simulation run over a life-span of 80 years showing relative cell counts versus time for cell pools bone marrow (w), thymic cortex (x), thymic
medulla (y) and peripheral T lymphocytes (z). Absolute cell counts were arbitrarily scaled to fit the graphs. The main feature was the slow exponential decrease
of peripheral blood T lymphocytes across the life-span and changes in less mature cell pools corresponding to what occurs in normal healthy individuals (5). 
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Figure 4. Computer simulation runs for chronic persistent viral infection with HHV-6 (top), HIV-1 (center) and HTLV-1 (bottom) showing relative
counts of peripheral T lymphocytes as related to viral DNA (HHV-6) or RNA (HIV, HTLV) mass (v) over time. HHV-6 infection occurred at age 30 years
and was followed for 2 years. HIV-1 infection initiated at age 32 years and was followed for 5 years. HTLV-1 infection presumably also started at age of
30 years and was followed for 20 years. All peripheral T cell values (z) are shown in connected form to normative data, for HTLV-1 to include the
normal cell data for the age groups before infection (i.e. 0-30 years). They correspond well to actual data as determined in human patients with respective
viral infections (13-15). 



cells as immediate effect of the virus (i.e. virus-induced

apoptosis; [Ï2 and Ù2]) in HTLV-1 infection is overall

decreased and takes progressively longer as their rate and

time-delay parameters show. These changes are similar to

HHV-6 and HIV rate parameters, although more

pronounced in HTLV-1, yet they are reversed with respect

to the time-delay parameters of HIV and HHV-6. The

initial viral challenge in HTLV-1 is about 38 times lower

than in the other two persistent viral infections.   

Discussion

Human herpesvirus 6 (HHV-6), human immunodeficiency

virus 1 (HIV-1) and human T cell leukemia virus 1 (HTLV-

1) all infect similar cell populations, preferentially CD4 T

helper cells (17-19), yet their clinical course is not similar:

while HHV-6 usually causes acute infectious mononucleosis-

like features or chronic persistent infections with chronic

fatigue syndrome or autoimmune disorders (20), HIV-1
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Figure 5. Computer simulation runs for chronic persistent viral infection with HHV-6 (top), HIV-1 (center) and HTLV-1 (bottom) showing relative counts
of cell pools in bone marrow (w), thymic cortex (x) and thymic medulla (y). This figure supplements Figure 4 showing the viral load and peripheral T cells. 
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leads to the loss of CD4 T cells and to acquired

immunodeficiency, AIDS (21). HTLV-1, instead, may cause

a chronic persistent infection with topical spastic paraparesis

or adult T cell leukemia (22). Although structurally different

(HHV-6: DNA virus, HIV and HTLV-1: RNA viruses), their

mode of replication does not readily explain the differences

in their clinical courses. A significant contributory factor to

such clinical differences may well be the distinct interplay

with the immune system of these viruses. It appears, thus,

intriguing to further investigate this assumption by means of

computational modeling.  

We have presented such a computational model previously

for simulating cell pool data in the human T cell system

under various conditions of infection, immunodeficiency and

atypical cell proliferation (1-3). This model appeared well

suited for a search for factorial influences upon T cell pools

in virus infection, and for relating differences in such factors

to differences in the clinical courses of individual infections. 

After establishing and validating our computational

model for T cell pool data in a healthy human individual

over a life-time of 80 years, simulation runs were performed

for acute HHV-6 infection and for persistent active

infections with HHV-6, HIV-1 and HTLV-1. 

Acute HHV-6 infection (2,3) is characterized by a transient

severe hyperplastic response of T lymphocytes corresponding

to blood lymphocytosis in infectious mononucleosis (23).

The stimulus of the immune system by HHV-6 is short-lived

and intense with up to 8.2 x log10 viral DNA copies per 5 ÌL

blood for about 8-12 weeks (12). The rate parameter

(strength) of viral stimulation of the immune system (not

shown in the Table) is very high (35.6602/y), as is the

transient rate parameter of HHV-6 production by CD4 cells

(35.8895/y). However, similarly intense is the rate parameter

(strength) of CD8 killing of HHV-6-infected CD4 cells (-

41.3943/y) indicating a very vigorous cellular immune

response which leads to a rapid reduction of infectious virus.

Simulation data as published before (2,3) are explanatory for

the acute clinical course and recovery of the patients.

Chronic persistent HHV-6 infection as compared to acute

HHV-6 follows a rather protracted course with a variable T

cell response (hyperplastic, hypoplastic or normal) such as

described in certain cases of postinfectious chronic fatigue

syndrome (13,24). Virus clearance from the peripheral

blood remains incomplete over longer periods of time with

variable numbers of DNA copies (1.0-6.4 x log10/5ÌL

blood). Such persistent activity of virus is thought to be

caused by a so far ill-defined immune deficiency (24-30).

Our simulation data concur with the in vivo findings, namely

that viral challenge and stimulation of the immune system

in acute HHV-6 infection are much larger than in chronic

HHV-6, yet of short duration in acute infection as opposed

to the long lasting low level stimulation in chronic HHV-6.

Intense viral exposure of short duration thus apparently

causes the markedly elevated lymphocyte proliferation in

acute infection as known in infectious mononucleosis, while

a more persistent viral exposure over longer periods of time

will cause a rather moderate and variable lymphocytosis

such as in chronic fatigue syndrome. The intensity of virus-

induced apoptosis of T cells is larger in acute infection than

in chronic HHV-6 with a respectively high rate of CD8 cell

killing of infected CD4 cells and a low time-delay parameter

for the killing of virus-infected cells. Thus virus replication

is stopped much faster with respective virus clearing in acute

HHV-6 infection than in chronic infection.    

Human cases of HIV-1 infection as used for validation and

for comparison with our simulation data were exclusively

early cases without specific antiviral treatment and with a

rapidly progressive course (14). These cases were thought

to be representative for a natural course of the virus

infection without any therapy effects. HIV-1 infections

differ from chronic HHV-6 by their early and more

pronounced impairment of immune defense followed by a

"lethal" decline of CD4 T helper cells (Figures 4, 5; refs (21,

31-35)). The dynamics of HIV-1 virus load and respective

CD4 cell changes have been successfully studied in previous

mathematical model systems (36-41). Although they are

able to simulate peripheral cell changes and their function

in HIV infections, and were used in part to simulate

possible therapeutic responses, they do not shed more light

on the complexity of HIV-associated immune deficiency. In

a computational model proposed by Nelson and Perelson

(42), it is assumed that mechanisms of viral transfer to HIV-

specific CD4 cells may allow slow-replicating HIV strains to

escape an adequate immune response. Others attributed the

developing immune deficiency more to a rapidly

proliferating cell subpopulation undergoing apoptosis upon

viral stimulation (43). When comparing our simulation data

for chronic HHV-6 infection with those of HIV infection,

there appear to be no major differences in the rate

parameter of viral replication, viral production by CD4 cells

and virus-induced cell killing (apoptosis). Viral stimulation

of the immune system, however, seems about 20 times lower

in HIV than in HHV-6 infection (Table ππ), and apoptosis

appears to progress more rapidly in HIV-infected cells than

in HHV-6 ones. Time-delay parameters for both viral

stimulation and viral replication are small in HIV, yet large

in chronic HHV-6 infection. The efficiency of CD8 cell-

mediated killing of virus-infected cells is equal in both

infections. In essence, HIV infections and its effects

resemble more an acute infection of long duration than

chronic persistent infection such as in persistent HHV-6.

Different from acute HHV-6 – as an example of an acute

infection of short duration – acute HIV of long duration



shows a significantly lower rate parameter of viral

stimulation, i.e. the responsiveness of immunocompetent

cells to HIV appears decreased permitting the virus a longer

survival. Consequently, viral effects such as intensity and

duration of viral stimulation will increase with time as

shown by our simulation runs. Decreased responsiveness to

HIV appears to be an early event before major CD4 T

helper cell loss is notable, and its causes should probably be

found on the level of cells interacting with the virus particle

(receptor and/or membrane effect ?). Although our

computer simulation data cannot further elucidate the

complex intracellular behavior of HIV-1 (44), they may

contribute certain aspects for studying the viral interference

with immunocompetent cells and to the phenomenon that

the degree of immune deficiency in HIV-infected persons

does not necessarily correlate to the quantitative loss of

CD4 T helper cells. One pathogenetic mechanism may

consist of HIV stimulating preferentially the proliferation

of naive T lymphocytes (45), which are infectable and

support virus replication, yet cannot mount the efficient

immune defense as memory T lymphocytes. In addition, the

decreased cellular responsiveness to HIV as suggested by

our studies may be related to alterations in the HIV-HLA

interactions at the cellular level (46,47).

Data and case material of infections with HTLV-1 were

extracted from literature searches and are necessarily less

homogeneous than the case material for HHV-6 and HIV-1

infections (15). This was necessary, however, since no data

were available which could have been readily used for

computational studies. Also, only data for HTLV-1-infected

cases were used for validation and simulation studies, which

terminated in the development of adult T cell leukemia, so

that they could serve as an example for neoplastic cell pool

changes in our simulation efforts. This represents about 2%-

5% of all HTLV-1-infected persons (48-51). Our simulation

data for HTLV-1 infection are strikingly different from those

of HIV-1 and persistent HHV-6 infection and compare well

to the clinical course of HTLV-1 with the development of

adult T cell leukemia (15, 44-46). 

Viral stimulation of the immune system occurs with high

intensity, yet after extended periods of time which correspond

to the viral replicative activities (Figure 4) with respective rate

and time-delay parameters. This occurs, although the initial

virus challenge is significantly lower for many years than all

other infections we investigated in this study. However, the T

cell death both by the virus and by cytotoxic CD8 cells is

reduced as compared to HIV-1 and HHV-6, although the

time-delay parameter for cell killing is small as in the other

infections. This may signal that the induction of the killing

process by the effector is unaltered, yet the response reduced.

This observation is well in keeping with reports of an apoptosis

blockade by HTLV-1 in transformed cells (52-55). 

In summary, computer simulation studies, as described in

this article, can be useful to gain additional understanding

for regulatory disturbances in the immune system. In the

present study this is shown for T cell pool data and various

viral infections. In HTLV-1 infection as well as in others,

such simulations may shed some light on functional

disturbances preceding lymphoma development (11) or

autoimmunity. They may also serve to plan more specific

studies into the pathogenesis of T cell immune disorders or

to design new regimens for therapeutic intervention.     

Appendix: The Parameter Search Algorithm (16)

We describe our parameter search algorithm as applied to Eqs.

[B], the z - v subsystem (virus and the peripheral compartment

only). There are 12 parameters then that need to be

searched/optimized. We use an optimization method that

involves the minimization of an objective function defined as:

is the set of parameters to be determined, N is the total

number of the samples, h is the numerical integration time

interval between these samples, z(P, t) and v(P, t) are the

concentrations of T cells and virus as functions of time,

which are generated by Eqs. [2] under the parameter set p. zi

and vi (for i = 0, 1, ..., N) are actual measured human data.

The aim is to minimize the objective J(P) by changing the

twelve parameters respectively. That is, we first increase p1
by a value ¢p1. If this action makes the objective function

smaller, we continue doing this until the objective function

changes sign. We then divide ¢p1 in half and repeat the

abovementioned procedure. By doing this we reach a point

that changing p1 no longer affects the objective very much.

We then in turn alter p2, p3,...,p12. In this way, the objective

function is minimized at least to its local minima. The

detailed procedure is summarized as follows:

Step 1. Set j = 0.

Step 2. Arbitrarily choose initial values for the parameters,

P = (p1, ..., p12), with which Eqs. [3] are solved by the fourth

order Runge-Kutta algorithm. J(P) is obtained by Eq. (Al)

above.

Step 3. j + 1 → j, if j reaches 13, stop.

Step 4. Increase pj by a value m, i.e., Pm=(p1, ..., pj + m, ...,

p12). Obtain J(Pm) following the same procedure as Step 2.

Step 5. If /(J(P) - J(Pm)/<Â (a given small value), then Pm
→ P, and then go to Step 3. Otherwise go to Step 6.
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Step 6. If J(P) - J(Pm) > 0, then Pm → P, and then go to

Step 4. Otherwise make – m/2 → m(change sign and halve

the step size), then Pm → P, and then go to Step 4.

Steps 1-6 guarantee the algorithm to converge to a local

minimal. If the result is still unsatisfactory, we re-run the

optimization algorithm using another set of values as initial

parameters. By doing so we may jump out of the previous

local minimal and obtain a better result. Since the

dimension of the z - v subsystem is 12, the optimization

algorithm is very time consuming (running an a PIII PC).

Furthermore, it is not easy to choose the correct initial

values. Usually it converges to the original local minimal

even after dozens of mutations.

[see also reference (16)]
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